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In this communication, it is proved that deterministic array automata which 
can travel across the unmarked portions of the input array, but not write on 
these portions, are no more powerful than deterministic array automata which 
are restricted to the marked portion of their input arrays. The similar question 
for nondeterministic automata is still open. The one-dimensional c se is also 
examined. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In Milgram and Rosenfeld (1972) a Turing Array Acceptor (TAA) was 
defined as a Turing machine whose input consists of an infinite two- 
dimensional tape which is all blank (~) except for a finite connected 
subset (the blob). The TAA is allowed to move on the blob or off it, reading 
symbols, rewriting them and changing state as it goes. The TAA is said 
to accept the input tape if it ever enters a final state. Clearly, a TAA may 
change the shape of the Nob by creating # 's  or rewriting them. 
A nondeterministic (deterministic) array-bounded automaton, or ABA 
(DABA), is a TAA which is constrained by its definition to "bounce" off 
of #'s ,  that is, a move in a direction d e A = {U, D, L, R} which takes the 
automaton onto a # is immediately followed by a move in direction d -1, 
taking it back onto the marked portion of the tape. Thus an ABA (DABA) 
can "sense" the border of the blob (by changing state while bouncing back) 
but cannot enlarge the blob. We will assume than an ABA (DABA) never 
erases (makes #)  a marked cell of the tape, since all such cells could 
be specially labelled as # '  while being treated as #.  Thus an ABA (DABA) 
never changes the "shape" of its input blob, although it may relabel it. The 
ABA is a natural extension of the LBA to two dimensions. 
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2. DABA's THAT TRAVEL ON #'S 
In this section we investigate the power of the DABA if we allow it to 
travel on # 's  but not to rewrite them. Such a DABA, to be called a #-DABA, 
may "cross" holes or bays rather than go around them but can not change 
the shape of the input blob. We will prove that this added capability does not 
increase the power of the DABA. It should be pointed out that the analogous 
statement about finite state array automata (FSAA) is false, as may be seen 
from the example of the set of arrays whose non-#'s look like 
AA "" AA  
d 
AA "-" AA  
(n A's on each "arm," for arbitrary n). Evidently, this set cannot be accepted 
by an FSAA that cannot raverse #'s, but can be accepted by a deterministic 
FSAA that is allowed to travel across #'s. Thus being able to move across 
# 's  without rewritting them can increase the power of a machine in the 
array case, even though it clearly cannot for one-dimensional t pes. 
THEOREM I. Let ~ be the set of input arrays accepted by a #-DABA, T. 
Then there exists a DABA, T', that also accepts just ~ ,  without traveling 
on ~{[r~S. 
Proof. T'  will be constructed to act like T whenever T is on a non-#, 
and to simulate the position of T on the #'s  while itself remaining on the 
boundary of the set P of non-#'s. Clearly, we need only show that T' can 
determine the point of reentry of T into P and its state at that point. If T 
never reenters P, either by cycling in a finite region or by going off 
to "infinity," T' must also cycle. 
Let x = (i0, J0) be the boundary point of P at which T leaves P, and let y 
be the adjacent point, having value #, onto which T moves. Let E~ be the 
connected component of #'s  that contains y, and let B~ be the set of points 
of P that are adjacent to E~ ; thus B~ is either the outer boundary of P or the 
boundary of a hole in which y lies. Clearly Ev is finite if and only if y is in a 
hole. 
The point of reentry of T into P must be some point z of B~. We shall 
show that T' can keep track of T's position in Ev relative to x by recording 
two integers, the horizontal and vertical displacements of T. Once T' has 
calculated these displacements, it can determine whether any point of B~ 
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has these coordinates and can go there. (T'  can also keep track of T's current 
state within its own state set, since T has only finitely many states.) I f  there is 
no such point of B~, so that T is still in E,j, T '  continues its simulation. 
We must now show that if T reenters P, T'  always has room to record T's 
coordinates. In fact, we shall prove that T must reenter P within r Q I / Bx I 
moves, where I Q [ is the number of states of T and l Bx l is the length of B~, 
if it ever reenters at all. Thus the maximum displacement of T from x before 
reentry is ]Q I I B~ I, so that the points of I Bz [ can be used to record the 
displacements u ing base [ Q I representation. 
Note first that when a DABA that cannot write on # 's  moves onto them, it 
behaves like an FSAA with constant input. By the motion of an FSAA on an 
array will be meant he word co ~ d * that gives the sequence of directions of 
its moves on the array. For example, the motion corresponding to a raster 
scan of an m by n rectangle is R ~ DL ~ D "" DL n (if m is even; -" DR ~, if m 
is odd), where there are m -- 1 D's. 
LEMMA. The motion of a deterministic FSAA on an infinite array of # 's  
is eventually periodic, i.e., co = ~fi*, where ~, fi are finite strings over A. 
(A similar result holds for nonwriting array automata that have pushdown 
storage.) 
Proof. Let 3I  be the set of states of the FSAA; since it has constant input, 
it must begin to cycle within [ M[  moves; thus its state sequence is of the 
form ~rp*, where rr, O are finite strings in 21/*. Since the FSAA is deterministic, 
we have a well-defined mapping which associates with each state s ~ M the 
direction in which the FSAA moves upon entering s; under this mapping, 
~p* goes into some aft* of the desired type. Moreover, ] 13 [ ~ I M l ' / /  
Let J ~o ]a be the number of occurrences of the symbol a in the string w. 
I f  ~/3" is as in the lemma, and [/3 ]L = I fi In, [fl JD = I fi for, the FSAA 
cycles within a finite region without ever leaving it. Otherwise, the FSAA 
moves off to "infinity" in the direction of the excesses, each cycle increasing 
its displacements from its starting point by the exact amounts of the excesses; 
thus its motion is "linear." (It follows that a deterministic FSAA can never 
visit every point in an infinite array of #'s.)  
Let ~/3" e A* be the motion of T on E~. We assume that ~ is null. This is 
no restriction, since ~ always can be chosen so that I ~ [ ~< ]Q !, and T'  can 
simulate the first I Q ] moves of T within its own memory. We can now show 
that T reenters P within I Q I IBm l moves, if at all. Suppose T reenters P 
within the hth fl cycle. Let i • [fi [R --  I fi [L , j  = [fi IU--  [fi lb. Then the 
position of the reentry point is z = (io, Jo) + k(i, j). Thus the city block 
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distance from x to z is I z - -x l  =k l i l - l - k l . J l  ~-k( l i l  + I J[). But 
l i [+ l j l  >/ 1, so k ~< Iz - -x l  ~<max~'.~'~B~lz'--x' l  ~ diameter of 
B~< fB~I. Since 1131 ~ I Q1, it follows that klt3I ~ [Q l lB~I .  But 
k [13 t is the number of moves T makes on E~ before reentering P; we have 
thus shown that if T reenters P, it does so within [Q l l  Bx 1 moves. I f  
k 1 fi I > I Q I I Bx l, T can no longer reenter P, either because it is already 
so far away that it can never get back to Bx on its "linear" path to "infinity," 
or because it is cycling on a closed path that does not meet B~. 
In summary: Whenever T has moved onto a #,  say aty, T' marks its point 
x of departure, and the border B~ that contains x, and stores T's exit state in 
its memory. It then uses Bx to compute T's position in E~ at each successive 
move. T then visits every point of B~ in turn and decides whether that point's 
displacements from x are the same as for the computed position. If  so, it 
erases the temporary information stored on B x , goes to the reentry point, and 
enters the proper state; if not, it continues the simulation. / /  
3. NONDETERMINISTIC ABA's THAT TRAVEL ON #'S 
One would like to be able to extend the previous result o nondeterministic 
automata. Unfortunately, the proof doesn't apply since the lemma fails for 
nondeterministic FSAA's. Thus, although it is possible for the proposed 
ABA T'  to nondeterministically make the same choices as T, the position of T 
in E~ may be arbitrarily distant from B~ and thus 1 B~ I storage cells may not 
suffice to encode this distance. 
Remark. If, for the ABA T, E~ is always finite (i.e., a hole), then the 
theorem applies. 
Pro@ T' can determine whether T is entering a hole or crossing the 
outer boundary (Milgram and Rosenfeld, 1972). I f  T is entering a hole then 
the boundary of the hole suffices to encode the position of T in the hole. 
Remark. I f  the motion of a nondeterministic ABA while on # 's  is deter- 
ministic then the theorem applies. 
4. ONE-DIMENSIONAL ABA's 
In the one-dimensional case, the situation is much simplified. Here the 
ABA is an NLBA and the only #-regions are the left and right semi-infinite 
regions. For each region, there is but a single point for both exit and reentry. 
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Thus there is nothing to be gained by entering the #-regions. In the following 
we prove this assertion. 
THEOREM 2. Let T be a two-way nondeterministic f nite state automaton 
(2-NFSA) which can travel on the #-regions. Then there exists a 2-NFSA T'  
which "bounces off" #-s  and which accepts the same language as T. 
Proof. We first note that if T enters a #-region in state q~ then exactly 
one of the following occurs: 
(1) T returns to the non-# region while in some state qr without 
having entered a final state in the meantime. 
(2) T enters a final state while in the #-region. 
(3) T never enters a final state and never leaves the #-region. 
Corresponding to the above: 
(4) T / will immediately make the (nondeterministic) transition q~ -+ qr 
while "bouncing" back from the #-region. 
(5) T I will enter a final state. 
(6) T'  will enter a nonfinal absorbing state. 
We now prove that we can determine for each possible state q, which of 
(1)-(3) must occur, so that T' can be programmed accordingly. 
For each q reachable from qe in T, consider the 2-NFSA Tq which operates 
as follows: 
Tq checks that its input tape is of the form c~ a {#'}* where # '  is a new 
symbol, not previously encountered. 
Tq returns to its starting point and enters the state qe and begins imitating 
T on a #-region. 
I f  (in the imitation mode) Tq ever reaches the other end of its input tape, 
then it halts without accepting. 
I f  Tq ever returns to its starting point in some state other than q, then it 
halts without accepting. 
I f  q is a nonfinal state of T and Tq ever returns to its starting point in 
state q then Tq accepts the input tape. 
I f  q is a final state of T and T~ ever enters state q, then T~ accepts the 
input tape. 
It follows thatL(Tq) @ ~ just in case 
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q is nonfinal and T can return to the non-# region in state q, or 
q is final and T enters state q while in the #-region. 
the emptiness question for 2-NFSA's is decidable, T'  is con- 
structable, f 
Note that this proof is not extendable to two dimensions because the 
emptiness problem for FSAA's is undecidable (Mylopoulos, 1972). 
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